What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.

Inflation doesn't hit all Americans the same way, a new paper finds. What does that mean for the economy?

By DANNY VINIK | 06/14/16 04:31 PM EDT
How much did prices increase last year?

Economists and financial analysts will say 0.7 percent, as the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported in the Consumer Price Index. That's the indicator the government traditionally refers to as the official inflation rate, but many Americans believe it dramatically understates “real” inflation. ShadowStats, a website frequented by inflation skeptics, puts inflation closer to 10 percent in 2015.

That's a huge difference. In surveys, Americans also offer a wide range of estimates for inflation, anywhere from 15 percentage points or higher to actually decreasing.

Inflation—both the real number, and people's perception of it—is crucially important for economic policy. In Washington it helps drive major moves like interest rate-setting; at home, consumers may make
spending decisions based on their expectations of price increases, so this level of uncertainty is a problem for understanding the economy. What's going on?

Now a new study offers a clue. Economists have historically argued that Americans' estimates of inflation are so wrong because they either don’t understand inflation or misunderstand how much prices are actually increasing. But a new working paper, released by the National Bureau of Economic Research this month, suggests a potential new explanation: American households experience inflation very differently, and their estimates of inflation vary accordingly. In other words, inflation isn't just one thing: it varies widely from household to household. So their responses aren’t wrong; they’re just based on personal experience. The findings could have important implications for monetary policy.

The new paper offers the most comprehensive look at how prices vary for individuals at the household level. Economists have long known that the specific prices each American pays for goods and services will vary depending on geographic location, time and other factors. Chicken breasts in New York City may cost more than an identical product in Omaha, Nebraska. This paper wasn't looking at prices for a given time and place, but was instead looking at the annual change in prices —inflation—for specific households over time.

“When we measure inflation typically, we measure inflation for a single bundle of goods, a basket like in the Consumer Price Index,” said Greg Kaplan, an economist at the University of Chicago and co-author of the paper. “Effectively that assumes that every household is facing the same prices of goods. We all understand that there's a lot of differences in the population in terms of what prices we actually face for different goods and we wanted to get a measure of how big those differences were.”
Kaplan and his co-author, economist Sam Schulhofer-Wohl from the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, used a data set of 500 million transactions from 50,000 U.S. households from 2004 to 2013 to track the yearly changes in prices of goods purchased by individual consumers. The data is largely limited to goods with bar codes, and excludes costly durable goods like housing and cars, as well as many services, including education. In other words, the paper largely focuses on goods that people buy at the grocery store and retailers. This isn’t necessarily a bad thing. Given the frequency of these expenditures, they are likely to form the basis of people’s individual inflation estimates, especially compared to far more expensive items like a house or car, which are not purchased as often.

Taken in aggregate, the new paper’s data track fairly closely with the Consumer Price Index. (The authors reweighted the CPI for these calculations so the distribution of spending across different categories of goods and services matched up with their data.) But the average annual price changes masked a wide range of household-level inflation rates. The 25th percentile and 75th percentile of households experienced inflation rates that differed widely over the 10 year period. For the 10th and 90th percentile, the annual difference in inflation hit almost 20 percent.

Why do household-level inflation rates vary so much compared to the CPI? First, the CPI calculates inflation measures using broad expenditure categories that encompass many different products. Households will purchase different products within each category and in turn, their individual inflation rates will vary. Second, the cost of identical products will vary depending on many factors, like whether they are on sale at a given store or whether different stores charge
different prices for the same item. Stores could even change different prices on different days of the week.

Previous research showed that households experienced different inflation rates because they purchased different goods. But Kaplan and Schulhofer-Wohl’s new research found that the more important reason for household-to-household variation is that prices for identical goods vary.

This doesn’t mean ShadowStats has been correct all along in its extremely high inflation estimate, which it generates from methodological changes to the traditional Consumer Price Index. In fact, this paper offers yet another confirmation that ShadowStats is wrong, as ShadowStats is looking at aggregate inflation numbers—just as the CPI does. But this does offer a potential explanation for why Americans have such varying beliefs about inflation: they come from personal experience.

“It’s possible some people think inflation is really high," said Kaplan, "because for them, inflation actually is high.”

When Federal Reserve officials meet to set monetary policy, as they are this week, they take into account a wide range of economic measures, most of which look at the U.S. economy on an aggregate level. But those aggregate statistics can often mask important changes within the country. For instance, while wage growth has barely budged since the Great Recession, more and more economists believe that workers are actually receiving raises—but in the aggregate statistics, those wage hikes are being masked by low-income people returning to the labor market and finding jobs. That’s why the top-line wage level has been stuck around 2-2.5 percent while the Atlanta Federal Reserve’s wage
tracker, which looks at wage changes for continuously employed workers, puts wage growth at a much stronger 3.5 percent.

Kaplan suggests that the new paper has important implications for monetary policy. The Fed typically increases or decreases the Fed funds rate—the rate at which banks can borrow from one another overnight—to meet its dual mandate of full employment and 2 percent inflation. Higher aggregate inflation, all else being equal, should cause consumers to spend more as they know prices will increase in the future. But based on Kaplan and Schulhofer-Wohl’s new findings, households don’t face the “aggregate” inflation rate. They face a household level one, which will vary widely.

The Fed, of course, isn’t going to start targeting inflation at the household level. But it does mean that the central bank should be more aware that their monetary policy decisions will affect households in very different ways. It also offers a lesson for economic analysts who scoff at Americans who say inflation is 10 percent. For them, it might actually be that high.
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By JIM MCNERNEY

Pay as you go

Could the next great funding scheme ever really work?

What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask. 

Jeb Bush's pocket change is hurtling past Pluto
The problem with Elizabeth Warren’s oil arguments

A letter from 13 senators to prevent the U.S. from selling its oil is full of sensible-sounding points, but they’re wrong. Here’s why.

By BRUCE EVERETT
In the Greek crisis, the one number to watch

By DANNY VINIK
Greece is worse off—but it's China we need to worry about

By DANNY VINIK
Soll: Greece owes less than Europe says

What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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Your fridge is spying on you

By KEITH WINSTEIN
I became a wired wonk
How fast can idea take off? Check out this chart
A Canadian idea Rubio likes

By DANNY VINIK
By STEPHEN HEUSER

Obama’s global-finance problem?
By DANNY VINIK

The bank bailout’s ungrateful critics

By MICHAEL GRUNWALD
Gillibrand’s next strategy on sexual-assault reform

By DARREN SAMUELSON

Hillary the populist

By MICHAEL GRUNWALD

One thing to remember about populism: It's popular. It tends to go over well

What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.

What's missing from Obama’s new energy deal
The scariest number in the patent debate is also wrong

By COLLEEN CHIEN
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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Congress tries to hide a submarine

By MICHAEL GRUNWALD

CAPITOL SOUTH
This month’s billboards: Small banks!

Behind the Metro billboards.

By MARGARET SLATTERY
What AM stations are worried about

By KEVIN HARTNETT

THE BIG IDEA
Tax Harvard!

President Barack Obama wants to make college more affordable. Here's how.

By KEVIN HARTNETT

THE BIG IDEA
Should we pay politicians more?

By KEVIN HARTNETT

What politicians talk about when they talk about coal

Data scientists graphed every word from members of Congress about coal. Here’s what they found.
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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Inside the war on coal

By MICHAEL GRUNWALD
Why we need to save arbitration

By DAVID HIRSCHMANN and LISA RICKARD
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.  
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How to solve Africa's 'president-for-life' problem

By JAMES GLASSMAN

The Forest Service takes climate change seriously
The agency responds to a recent assertion in POLITICO that it isn't preparing for climate change.

By ROBERT BONNIE
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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Obamacare to launch new payment scheme

By MICHAEL GRUNWALD
The farm bill drove me insane
America’s top nutrition thinker tried to unpack the most important food law. It was a mistake.

By MARIANNE LEVINE
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask. 

Q&A with Tom Vilsack, Obama’s last man standing

By CATHERINE BOUDREAU
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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The Pentagon's secret foreign aid budget

By LORA LUMPE and JEREMY RAVINSKY
Stop the treatment industrial complex

By ARJUN SETHI and CATE GRAZIANI
How Apple's fight with the FBI will hurt our privacy

By DANIEL ROSENTHAL and JAMIL JAFFER

Clinton vs. Sanders hits the wonkosphere
A nasty squabble among Democratic economists pinpoints a key question about the economy.

By DANNY VINIK
It takes 890 days to become a barber in Nevada

Occupational licensing laws are out of control. We need to fix them.
By ANDY KOENIG

What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
How to fix Fannie and Freddie

By JAMES GLASSMAN and ALEX POLLOCK
The wrong way to fix the FAA
Aviation needs to be reformed, but Congress is about to crush a crucial part of the market.

By MIKE POMPEO

Ben Carson just called his new plan
a 'genuine flat tax.' He's wrong.

By DANNY VINIK
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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Faking it
When Congress can’t find real money to pay for laws, it turns to gimmicks. A guide to the top offenders.

By DANNY VINIK

Why Trump's plan for Muslims is unconstitutional
Scholars are saying it passes muster. They're wrong. The courts would throw it out.

By RICHARD PRIMUS
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
The biggest hacks (we know about)
From 'The Interview' to the OMB heist, an interactive tour of the low points in cybertheft.

Why Asian trade is a national-security issue
Two former ambassadors weigh in.

By DAVID CARDEN and DAVID ADELMAN

Obama’s radical proposal for Puerto Rico’s debt
The Democrats’ policy fumble

They’ve got a powerful record to run on. Saturday’s debate is the latest evidence they’re blowing the chance.

By DANNY VINIK

By MICHAEL GRUNWALD

What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.

The ghosts of 2008

By MICHAEL GRUNWALD

http://www.politico.com/agenda/story/2016/06/what-is-the-inflation-rate-265256
5 myths about the budget
Why most of the big things we argue about are wrong.

By MICHAEL GRUNWALD
What candy wants
By DANNY VINIK

How to make the budget work
6 expert ideas for fixing the process—and a cry for help
Free the funds!
Student aid: It shouldn’t just be for college anymore.

By JAMIE MERISOTIS
Survey: Advantage Obama

Our bipartisan panel of tax and budget experts expects a deal rather than a shutdown, and gives the White House the upper hand.

By DANNY VINIK
What’s inside the TPP

By MICHAEL GRUNWALD
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.

Tracking not allowed (unless you’re Google)

By ALLEN GRUNES
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What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.

Obama's former solicitor general previews the Supreme Court term

By DANNY VINIK
Obama vs. teachers unions: It's still on

By MICHAEL GRUNWALD
So you want to slash college debt?

Eight cutting-edge proposals for tackling America’s next great financial crisis.

By MAGGIE SEVERNS

Go big. Go really big.
How to fix inequality? It's time for research universities to step up, says ASU president Michael Crow.

By MICHAEL CROW and WILLIAM DABARS
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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The power of a lawsuit
Inside a new labor bill, a simple change that could be crucial to fighting inequality

By RICHARD D. KAHLENBERG and MOSHE Z. MARVIT
How to kill an agency

Ben Carson wants to end the VA? Good luck. Here’s why it’s nearly impossible.

By DARREN SAMUELSOHN

Government shutdown: How close are we?
By DANNY VINIK

A budget insider says a shutdown this time might be unavoidable—and will drop huge amounts of power in Obama's lap.

The Katrina disaster that hasn’t ended
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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What will it take to control CEO pay?

By PARKE WILDE

What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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The new Obama rule that’s making stockbrokers swear

Whose interest is a retirement adviser supposed to serve?

By MICHAEL GRUNWALD
How will Obama's power plan affect the grid?
Jon Stewart’s next act: Lobbyist?

By DARREN SAMUELSON
How Obama plans to beat his climate critics

By JODY FREEMAN
From Russia, with thrust

By RON WAHID
Rand Paul is progressive! Oh wait.

By DANNY VINIK
When do we get hover cars?

Five new transport ideas from around the world.

By BOER DENG

Could pavement get smarter?

Critter crossings, sensitive bridges, and other ways to
Hillary is looking at Obamacare's Cadillac tax
By DANNY VINIK

The 7-year-old government loan program that has never made a

What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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Loans

By DANNY VINIK

Leaked: What’s in Obama’s trade deal
By MICHAEL GRUNWALD

What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.

What Clinton could learn from O’Malley on banking
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
The future: A guided tour

By DAVID EVANS

The Capitol is not connected to the Internet

It’s true. Here’s why.
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.

By DARREN SAMUELSON
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
A great day for coal? Not exactly.

By MICHAEL GRUNWALD
Fireworks lobby to Obama: Enough with all the rules
The U.S. government’s predatory-lending program

By MICHAEL GRUNWALD
How Congress sees the world, in charts

By THE LAZER LAB
What America’s toughest bank cop is worried about

By MICHAEL GRUNWALD
The Obamanomics legacy
A Q&A with Jason Furman.
Ex-Im Bank CEO Fred Hochberg answers the critics who say his bank is just a subsidy for Boeing, and explains why it won’t shut down June 30.
Navy to launch 40 new cyberattack teams

“You don't win a knife fight without swinging a knife.”

By KEVIN HARTNETT

Don’t break up the megabanks
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.
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Yes. This is how it works.
By DAVID LAZER and MICHAEL NEBLO

The government program with a 116% default rate
By MICHAEL GRUNWALD
‘We are going to pursue all avenues’

By DARREN SAMUELSON
College-president raises? Arne Duncan fires off an email

By ARNE DUNCAN
What's the inflation rate? Depends who you ask.